Client Testimonial Form
Please comment on yours / your child’s experience with your lessons at Lanzon School of Music.
My two boys aged 13 and 10 have been having drum lessons with Ben for the past 10 months. He has
been an incredibly positive influence instilling a love of music and rhythm in them. His teaching methods
are structured and well thought out and my children so look forward to their weekly lessons. I can see an
amazing progression and passion in my son’s level of playing in such a short time.
Ben helped my 13 year old with compilation of a drum solo recently and he got a real buzz out of Ben
recording his playing during a lesson.

Please write about your teacher in your own words, what he/she does, quality of his/her service
etc.
I was initially cautious in selecting a drum teacher for my boys and as any parent want positive role
models in their lives .I was impressed on my first meeting with Ben who is extremely well educated being
a civil engineer and the manner in which he communicated and continues to with my boys and myself.
He is always punctual and well organised and sense that is the way he is with everything that he does. I
have been amazed on how he is able to fit in what he does, multitasking and still able to give everything
110%!!
As part of his service he has helped my boys source out a great second hand drum kit (in his own time on
the weekend delivering it to our home on a Saturday afternoon),advised on new skins and their fitting
(just in time for Christmas) and ongoing tuning of the kits .

Please indicate if you would recommend Lanzon School of Music to others interested in learning
the drums, guitar, bass guitar, singing or piano and if desired why or why not.
I have been told that good music teachers are “worth their weight in gold “and I can wholeheartedly
recommend Ben as not only a good but GREAT teacher!!
My son who just performed his own drum solo at a music recital at school was told my another boy who
had been taking lessons through school for 4 years that he plays so amazingly well and found it hard to
believe that he has only been playing for such a short time : -)

Your Signature:

Your Full Name:
Title and Company Name (if applicable):
Please note by completing this form you are giving authorisation for this to be published as a testimonial for Lanzon School of Music.
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Thank you for taking the time to write a testimonial for me.
Regards,

Benjamin James Lanzon
Lanzon School of Music
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